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LEGAL NOTICE
The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible in the
creation of this PDF, notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or
represent at any time that the contents within are accurate due to the rapidly
changing nature of the Internet.
While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this
publication, the Publisher assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or
contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein. Any perceived slights of
specific persons, peoples, or organizations are unintentional.
In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no guarantees
of results. Readers are cautioned to rely on their own judgment about their
individual circumstances and act accordingly.
This PDF is for informational purposes only and is not intended for use as a
source of legal, business, accounting or financial advice. All readers are
advised to seek services of competent professionals in legal, business,
accounting and finance fields.
You are encouraged to print this PDF for easy reading!
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THE PROSPERITY PRAYER
The “Prosperity Prayer” began circulating around the Internet for the past 18
years.
As people make this Prosperity Prayer a part of their lives, there have been
reports that many have found new jobs, gained promotions, received
unexpected windfalls…
…and most importantly, they experienced renewed faith and hope like never
before.
Plus, people have found unprecedented levels of success in fulfilling their
purpose in life.
It’s like money is attracted to them when they do the work they love.
If you don’t want to worry about money anymore…
Place your hand on your heart and pray the following prayer daily for the
next 30 days:
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Dear God,
I surrender my financial affairs and concerns about money to your Divine care
and love.
I ask that you remove my worries, anxieties, and fears about money,
and replace them with faith.
I know and trust that my debts will be paid and money will flow into my life.
I have only to look to nature to see proof of the abundance you provide.
I release all negative thoughts about money and know that prosperity is my real
state.
I speak forth promotions, business ideas, Divine connections,
and partnerships.
I commit to being grateful for all that I now have in my life.
I learn to manage my finances wisely, seeking help where needed.
And finally,
I ask you to help me understand my purpose in life and to act on that purpose
with courage and strength.
I know that prosperity will come, in part, by doing the work I love.
I will prosper in all things and be in health, just as my soul prospers.
Please help me use my skills and knowledge to be of service in the world.
Thank you, God.
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5 STEPS FOR EFFECTIVE PRAYERS
When you pray, expect good things to happen.
Most people pray without believing in their prayers. They pray thinking, “It’ll
be good if my prayer is answered…”
If the outcome is not according to their prayers, they’ll justify it as God’s will,
and then pray for something else.
Truth is, everything is possible for God, and He is more than willing to
shower you with blessings and miracles.
When you invite God to intervene in your situations… roll your sleeves up
and get ready for good things to happen!
There isn’t a magic formula for effective prayers.
That being said, have you experienced times when you feel “a wave of
peace” after a prayer… And you go like, “Wow, that’s a good prayer!”
And there are times when you feel “Nah… Not going to get answered for
that.”
Is there a way to make God answer our prayers?
God doesn’t respond just because we pray hard. He is more interested in
our hearts when we pray.
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John Bunyan’s words summaries it perfectly. “In prayer, it is better to have a
heart without words than words without a heart."
Keeping that in mind, there are 5 elements when included in prayers,
produces a spiritual transformation that ignites the power of God within you.
This strengthens your faith to receive your miracle from God.
Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not
seen. - Hebrews 11:1
When your faith is strong, you’ll have a confident expectation that good is
coming. You’re ready for your prayers to be answered exceedingly
abundantly above all that you ask or think.
Here are your 5 steps for effective prayers.
1. Know who you’re praying to
2. Give thanks
3. Confess and ask for your miracle
4. Trust and let go
5. Take inspired actions
Let’s get started!
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1. KNOW WHO YOU’RE PRAYING TO
Let’s start with some questions…
What do you think power this world?
When we pray, what or who are we praying to?
Do you believe in the Higher Power running this universe behind the scene?
Do you believe in that intelligent, invisible power who is the real Source of
the universe you see today?
For me, this Higher Power is simply “God” because I believe in God the
Creator of this Universe.
Some might argue that it is illogical to believe in an invisible, conscious,
intelligent force responsible for our creation and that according to science,
evolution is the source of who we are today.
But… Think about this for a minute…
The beautiful earth you live in… How the Earth is tilted and positioned inch
perfect that it gives us four seasons, with temperatures and conditions
perfectly calibrated for life… Everything you see on this Earth is created for
each other…
Don’t you think saying this is the result of unintelligent particles slamming
into each other sounds more illogical?
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God created this world, including humans, in 6 days (recorded in the Bible).
HOWEVER, according to science, humans took over a period of
approximately six million years to evolve from apelike ancestors to who we
are today.
If you want a miracle… Choose what to believe in.
I’m not here to debate about the existence of God. But there has to be a
higher power that can wield the magic wand of miracles if you were to
believe that your prayers can be turned into wonders.
Prayer is a conversation with this Higher Power you believe in.
Imagine writing a letter and posting it out without an address. Who are you
expecting a reply from?
You begin prayer by addressing the person to whom you are speaking.
As you have a clear idea of who you are speaking to, and how POWERFUL
God is… You’ll know how to formulate what you want to say and how you
are going to pray.
Your prayers are inspired by God’s power in you. It springs naturally from
your heart.
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2. GIVE THANKS
When do you say “Thank You?”
Cambridge Dictionary defines Thank You as “a polite expression used to tell
someone that you are grateful because they have given you something or
done something for you.”
So, why should you give thanks to God?
Well, we are given the greatest gift of all.
You can hug the person you love, run a marathon, eat the best tasting food
in this world…
All because of this perfect present from God:
It is called “The gift of life.”
You might renounce this idea, but you can’t deny the fact that the air you
breathe, the sunrise that greets you every morning, the beautiful night full of
stars, and your creative mind that produces amazing thoughts…
They are all freely given to you.
As you thank your Creator for what He has given you, you are
subconsciously acknowledging His works in your life.
When you appreciate and love what you have, more will be given to you.
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3. CONFESS AND ASK FOR YOUR MIRACLE
Imagine two empty pails. One is covered with a lid, and the other is
uncovered.
Which pail can be filled with water?
The lid is your ego. It stops the power of God from flowing into your life.
The ego is who you think you are. It’s your false identity. It is made up of
many different beliefs you’ve acquired since young.
When you place your ego higher than your prayer, the miracles won’t flow.
It’s like someone is stepping on the garden hose. Water is not flowing out!
Now, answer the question “Who am I?” Take a good few minutes to
rediscover yourself.
Until you’ve plodded through the ego’s guise and smoke screens, a part of
you will always think you’ll be able to survive without God’s help.
As you learn to let go of your ego and make known your vulnerability and
weakness to God…
Expect His grace to supply your every weakness.
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4. TRUST AND LET GO
Let me guess one question that is on your mind right now…,
“My prayer doesn’t yield results!”
Well, it’s not only you…
Think about it for a second…
Can you imagine a world where everyone gets what they prayed for?
Here’s a scene from the movie “Bruce Almighty” (Bruce was given the power
of God in this film).
———————————————————————————————
Bruce: They were so many prayers. I just gave them what they wanted.
GOD: Yes. And since when do they have a clue about what they want?
Bruce: So what do?
GOD: Parting a soup is not a miracle, Bruce. It’s a magic trick.
A single mom, who’s working 2 jobs, and still finds time to take her son to
practice, that’s a miracle.
A teenager who says no to drugs and yes to an education, that’s a miracle.
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People want me to do everything for them.
What they don’t realize is they have the power.
Want to see a miracle, son?
Be the miracle.
———————————————————————————————
God works in ways that are beyond our understanding.
You can pray…
But understand that your requests, through your small view of this universe,
is far behind the divine intelligence of God’s plan for you.
Don’t expect miracles to fall at your feet after praying.
Don’t get me wrong. Sometimes they do, and sometimes they don’t.
Rejoice when you experience Godly miracles…
But don’t be dejected when your prayers are not answered.
God exists outside of time.
He knows your past, present, and future, and has bigger and better plans
than you can imagine.
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As you pray, trust not in your understanding but lean into his leading.
Surrender and let go.
This is the divine intelligence that has created our complex and diversified
universe.
Whatever you are praying for, know that something better is coming.
And know this…
Whatever is impossible with man is possible with God.
He works in you and through you to create miracles.
He has given you divine talents and gifts to share with this world…
Cultivate these gifts and witness his miraculous power grow as you shine
more and more for Him.
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5. TAKE INSPIRED ACTIONS
For the final step, you have to take action on the inspiration, thoughts, and
intuition you’ve received.
Many people fail at this stage as this is the hardest step to take.
You’ll feel uncomfortable, scared, and unsure if your decisions are backed
by God.
Let me share a story on why INACTION causes your miracles to flop.
———————————————————————————————
A man was caught in a shipwreck. He was floating in the sea in his lifejacket
and prayed to God to rescue him.
A ship came by, and the captain said, “I’ve come to save you.”
“No thanks” replied the man. “I’ve prayed to God, and I’m sure He will save
me.”
3 days later the police came by in a boat. “Hop in, and we’ll take you to
safety.”
“No thanks” replied the man. “I’ve prayed to God, and I’m sure He will save
me.”
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After 3 days, a rescue service ship found him. The rescue crew threw him a
rope and said. “Hold onto the rope. We’ll pull you in.”
“No thanks” replied the man. “I’ve prayed to God, and I’m sure He will save
me.”
After some days, the man died.
When he arrived at heaven, he demanded an audience with God.
Ushered into God’s throne room he said, “God, why am I here in heaven? I
prayed for you to save me, I trusted you to save me!”
God said, “I sent you a boat 3 times!”
———————————————————————————————
We co-create results. God works through you.
Don’t just sit on an inspiration. Act on it.
When you see an opportunity, pray and then seize it if you feel peaceful
about it.
God will close the doors that are bad and open the doors that are good.
Now’s the time to give up emotional attachment and take inspired actions.
Remember, action create miracles.
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LET YOUR MIRACLES RUN WILD
Take a look at this video from my friend Heather.
She has overcome virtually insurmountable obstacles to living her dream
life, inspiring others, traveling, attracting wealth, a great relationship and
being happy.
Watch this video, be inspired and NEVER let any obstacles prevent you from
loving and enjoying your incredible God-given life.
==> Go here to watch the video
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